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ABSTRACT In dynamic unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) networks, localization and clustering are fun-
damental functions for cooperative control. In this article, we propose bio-inspired localization (BIL) and
clustering (BIC) schemes in UAV networks for wildfire detection and monitoring. First, we develop a
hybrid gray wolf optimization (HGWO) method and propose an energy-efficient three-dimensional BIL
algorithm based on the HGWO, which reduces localization errors, avoids flip ambiguity in bounded distance
measurement errors, and achieves high localization accuracy. In BIL, the bounding cube method is applied to
reduce the initial search space. Second, we propose an energy-efficient BIC algorithm based on the HGWO.
The BIC algorithm utilizes the gray wolf leadership hierarchy to improve clustering efficiency. We also
develop an analytical model for determining the optimal number of clusters that provide the minimum
number of transmissions. Finally, we propose a GWO-based compressive sensing (CS-GWO) algorithm
to transmit data from cluster heads (CHs) to the base station (BS). The proposed CS-GWO constructs an
efficient routing tree fromCHs to the BS, thereby reducing the routing delay and the number of transmissions.
Our performance evaluation shows that the proposed BIL and BIC significantly outperform conventional
schemes in terms of various performance metrics under different scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Bio-inspired algorithm, cluster head, clustering, energy efficiency, gray wolf optimization,
localization, network lifetime, routing protocol, unmanned aerial vehicle network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a new type of ad hoc network known as fly-
ing ad hoc network (FANET) has drawn attention. Owing
to the deployment of modern communication technologies
such as sensors, artificial intelligence, low-cost Wi-Fi radio
interfaces, control technologies, battery technologies, micro-
embedded systems, and global positioning system (GPS),
there has been a significant increase in the use of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs). Furthermore, UAVs have shown
potential for application in civil andmilitary domains because
of their rapid deployment, self-organization, high flexibil-
ity, scalability, ease of acquisition, and low maintenance
costs [1], [2].
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In the last decade, wildfires have become one of the
costliest and deadliest natural disasters worldwide. Wildfires
have threatened the lives of thousands and caused significant
damage to millions of hectares of forest resources, homes,
and communication infrastructures [3]. According to a sta-
tistical review by the National Interagency Fire Center, since
2000, an annual average of 72,400 wildfires have burned an
average of 7.0 million acres [4]. Additionally, because of cli-
mate change, wildfires have become a common occurrence.
Although ground sensors, satellite imagery, and remotely
piloted vehicles are used for detecting and monitoring fires,
they are not quick and reliable. The major drawbacks of these
technologies are the delays in detecting fires and the low
accuracy of satellite images during nighttime and cloudy and
foggy weather situations. Furthermore, ground-based forest
fire suppression/management is time-consuming and costly,
as it requires ground staff and aircraft pilots.
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Recently, mini-UAVs or drones have become popular for
civil applications. Generally, a mini-UAV has a weight of up
to a few kilograms, and it is equipped with a camera, several
sensors, a wireless communication system, and GPS [5], [6].
Mini-UAVs can transmit collected data (i.e., images and
videos) to a ground station. Drone-based wildfire detection
and monitoring offers a low-cost and rapid-imaging alterna-
tive in remote areas. UAV-based networks have been tested
in several fire-monitoring missions [7]. Therefore, wildfire
detection and post-fire monitoring are considered in this
study.

In a multi-UAV network, UAV-to-UAV (U2U) and UAV-
to-base station (U2BS) information sharing is an effective
solution for high-quality network communication. Owing
to the high mobility of UAVs, UAV localization is a
major technical issue. Node localization is realized using
GPS; however, GPS suffers from an average location error
of 10–30 m [8]. In many cases, such as rural-area monitoring
under bad weather conditions, the GPS signal is insuffi-
cient or completely absent. Therefore, several methods have
been proposed to address this localization problem in UAV
networks [9]. Most of these methods, which use the distance
measurement method, are based on bilateration and trilatera-
tion [10]. However, flip ambiguity (FA) is a major problem
in distance-measurement-based localization methods [11].
A majority of existing clustering methods for UAV networks
employ GPS systems to locate node positions. However, GPS
is expensive and energy consuming. To design an energy-
efficient, flexible, and scalable clustering protocol, localiza-
tion is required.

Recently, the clustering approach has been used by
researchers to address the UAV routing problem [12].
In multi-UAV networks, clustering is used to control the
scalability and stability of networks. Because of energy lim-
itations, the network lifetime is a crucial parameter in UAV
networks. Moreover, owing to the high mobility of UAVs,
topology control is essential to reduce communication inter-
ference. The clustering mechanism solves the long-distance
communication issue, increases network scalability, prolongs
network lifetime, and increases the reliability of the entire
network. Furthermore, clustering can provide efficient and
steady routes with low communication overhead during the
route discovery and forwarding processes [13].

Recently, bio-inspired algorithms have been commonly
applied to solve the clustering problem in UAV networks.
This is because of their simplicity, effectiveness in solving
complex optimization problems, and local minimum avoid-
ance. A majority of these algorithms are inspired by animal
behavior, evolutionary concepts, and physical phenomena.
Owing to their simplicity, researchers have tried to develop
and propose new bio-inspired algorithms. In this domain,
gray wolf optimization (GWO) is a relatively new bio-
inspired algorithm. GWO is based on the hunting mecha-
nism of gray wolves (i.e., searching, tracking, encircling,
and attacking the prey). In contrast to other bio-inspired
algorithms, it considers the leadership hierarchy. For the past

two years, researchers have employed the GWO algorithm
to solve localization [14], path planning [15], [16], topology
control [17], [18], and clustering [19] problems in different
types of networks.

A. CONTRIBUTION OF THE STUDY
In this article, an energy-efficient bio-inspired localization
(BIL) algorithm, an energy-efficient bio-inspired clustering
(BIC) algorithm, and a GWO-based compressive sensing
(CS-GWO) algorithm are proposed for application in UAV
networks to detect wildfires and for post-fire monitoring
in urban areas. The primary contributions of our study are
summarized as follows:
• We develop a hybrid GWO (HGWO) method and
an energy-efficient, range-free distributed localization
algorithm based on HGWO for UAV networks, which
is called BIL. The bounding cube method is applied to
improve the sampling efficiency by reducing the initial
search space. The improved sampling efficiency signifi-
cantly reduces the computational cost, and rapid conver-
gence is achieved by using the boundary cube technique
owing to the reduced initial search space. In the proposed
algorithm, a bounding cube with hop count is used to
reduce the distance estimation errors.

• The proposed BIL algorithm follows an optimization
method that incorporates the essence of HGWO to detect
the optimal position of the target UAV node. In the
HGWO model, the leader wolf dynamically estimates
the location of the prey, and each wolf moves toward the
estimated location of the prey. According to the simu-
lation results, our BIL algorithm has higher localization
accuracy, lower computational cost, faster convergence,
and reduced energy consumption compared to existing
algorithms.

• We propose a clustering algorithm called BIC based on
the HGWO to prolong the network lifetime. In dynamic
UAV networks with high mobility, the cluster size and
the number of clusters considerably affect the commu-
nication performance. We also propose an analytical
model for determining the optimal number of clusters
in a network. According to our evaluation, the proposed
BIC can minimize the number of transmissions.

• In the proposed BIC, a novel approach is proposed to
select the CH based on the fitness value of the UAV.
A node with higher residual energy, additional neigh-
bors, and shorter intra-cluster distance is selected as the
CH node, which is in charge of data aggregation and
transmission.

• We also propose the CS-GWO algorithm, which is
employed in BIC to transmit data. Within a cluster, clus-
ter members (CMs) transmit data to their CH without
using CS-GWO. Subsequently, the CH uses CS-GWO
routing to transmit the data from the CH to the BS. The
proposed CS-GWO constructs a minimum-cost routing
tree from the cluster head (CH) to the BS, thereby reduc-
ing the routing delay and the number of transmissions.
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The simulation results show that the proposed scheme
outperforms conventional protocols under various sce-
narios, indicating that BIC reduces the energy con-
sumption of UAVs and improves the data transmission
efficiency and network reliability.

• We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed BIC and CS-GWO under
different scenarios. Thereafter, the performance is com-
pared with that of existing clustering protocols for UAV
networks. The simulation results show that the proposed
scheme outperforms the conventional protocols under
various scenarios; this indicates that BIC reduces the
energy consumption of UAVs and improves data trans-
mission efficiency and network reliability.

B. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The
next section provides a summary of existing related studies.
In Section III, the preliminaries including the motivation
scenario, assumptions, and GWO algorithm are introduced.
In Section IV, the proposed BIL algorithm is described
along with the network model, energy consumption model,
sampling region, building of the bounding cube, cooperative
distance estimation model, and GWO-based location opti-
mization. In Section V, the proposed BIC algorithm is pre-
sented with respect to the system model, channel modeling,
energy modeling of CHs, optimal number of clusters, clus-
tering algorithm, CH selection algorithm, and transmission-
efficient routing. In Section VI, the performance evaluation
of BIL, BIC, and CS-GWO via computer simulations is
discussed and a comparison of their performances to those of
conventional schemes is presented. Finally, the conclusions
are provided in Section VII.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
Currently, owing to the availability of UAVs, UAV net-
works have attracted the attention of academic and industrial
researchers. Recently, UAVs or drones have been widely
used for wildlife applications [20]. Node localization is an
essential requirement for UAV net-works due to their high
mobility. In geographical-position-based clustering/routing,
node location information is necessary to determine the next-
hop relay node. The method via which nodes obtain their
position is known as localization. For localization, nodes
are classified into two types of anchor nodes and unknown
nodes. Anchor nodes are awarded their own position, and
unknown nodes need to determine their positions by using
the localization algorithm. However, using GPS is an easy
and simple technique to localize UAV nodes.

Localization algorithms are roughly classified into range-
based and range-free localizations. Range-based localization
algorithms measure the distance between the anchor and
unknown nodes based on actual distance or angel informa-
tion. The range-based localization requires additional hard-
ware to measure distance and angel information. However,
range-free localization algorithms estimate the distance based

on node density in the network, hop count between nodes, and
node connectivity. Thus, range-free localization is economi-
cal and does not require additional hardware; therefore, it has
attracted attention in recent decades. In the after-math of a
calamity, existing Internet providers might often be unavail-
able due to infrastructural damages.

Trotta et al. [21] proposed a GPS-free flocking model for
UAV networks in disaster recovery scenarios. The flocking
model intended to support post-disaster rescue operations in
perilous situations where UAV nodes cannot depend on GPS.
In GPS-denied environments such as urban areas and bat-
tlefields (enemy-controlled airspace), indoor environment,
and mountain/forest area, accurate or meaningful location
information is hard to obtain. Russell et al. [22] proposed
a cooperative localization technique, where they consid-
ered GPS-denied situations as urban areas and battlefields
(enemy-controlled airspace). She et al. [23] also proposed a
relative localization for multi-UAV networks in GPS-denied
environments. The authors in [24] considered GPS-refused
situations in UAV networks due to net-work jamming and
GPS spoofing.

The distance vector hop (DV-Hop) [25] is a popular local-
ization algorithm that estimates the distance of unknown
nodes based on the anchor nodes and hop count between the
nodes. However, the location accuracy of DV-Hop is affected
by estimation errors originating from inaccurate measure-
ment methods. Recently, bio-inspired algorithms have been
used to solve the localization problem, as they are highly
accurate and less complex. Several bio-inspired-based local-
ization algorithms have been proposed in previous studies
[26]–[30]. Rajakumar et al. [26] utilized the GWO algorithm
to address the localization problem and achieved high local-
ization accuracies in locating unknown nodes. The output
proves that the GWO-based localization (GWO-LPWSN)
performs better than the particle swarm optimization (PSO)
and modified bat algorithm, owing to its lower computa-
tional cost and higher success rate. Sharma and Kumar [27]
pro-posed a three-dimensional (3D), range-free localization
algorithm based on a genetic algorithm (GA) with improved
DV-Hop, called 3D-GAIDV-Hop. The localization accuracy
was improved by applying a generic algorithm, and the
bounding box facilitated the accurate location of the target
node. The simulation output shows that 3D-GAIDV-Hop
performs better in terms of localization accuracy and posi-
tion coverage compared to 3D-DV-Hop, 3D-GADV-Hop, and
3D-PSODV-Hop.

Cui et al. [28] used a differential evolution (DE) algo-
rithm with an improved DV-Hop-based localization algo-
rithm, called DECHDV-Hop, to localize unknown nodes.
DECHDV-Hop comprises two phases. First, the unknown
distance is estimated based on the location information
of anchor nodes and hop counts. Second, the DE is
applied instead of multilateration to estimate the location
of unknown nodes. The simulation results demonstrate that
DECHDV-Hop performs significantly better than DV-Hop,
GADV-Hop, and PSO-DV-Hop un-der different conditions.
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Raguraman et al. [29] used a hybrid-dimensionality-based
PSO called HDPSO to solve localization errors. A dimen-
sionally based estimation method was applied in HDPSO to
achieve rapid convergence. The simulation results demon-
strate that the HDPSO performs better than PSO and hybrid
PSO in terms of localization error and computational cost.
Swarm–intelligence-based 3D localization (SIL) was pro-
posed by Arafat and Moh [30] based on the modified PSO
algorithm. The SIL algorithm employed a grouping method
to achieve rapid convergence. The bounding box method was
used to reduce the initial search space of the particles.

Jiang et al. [31] proposed a 3D mobile localization
algorithm by using distance-only measurements for GPS-
denied agents based on semidefinite optimization technique.
Liu et al. [32] proposed a framework for developing a
distributed 3D UAV-relative localization in UAV networks.
Node-relative position is estimated by constrained optimiza-
tion, and the performance of relative localization is improved
by utilizing the Cramer-Rao bound method. Guo et al. [33]
proposed a localization technique by the combination of dis-
tributed cooperative localization and distance-based forma-
tion control for UAV swarms in infrastructure-less GPS-free
environments. Chen et al. [34] proposed a distributed and
collaboration-based localization technique for multi-UAV
swarms to address the low-accuracy of GPS signals. In [34],
the authors utilized multidimensional scaling technique to get
the relative coordinates of UAVs with GPS signals.

Clustering is used to efficiently manage networks. Cluster-
based networks are more scalable, stable, and energy-
efficient than flat networks. Node mobility makes the design
of a clustering protocol challenging due to higher packet loss.
Lee and Teng [35] proposed an adaptive hierarchy clustering
algorithm for mobile sensor networks. The algorithm mini-
mizes sensor energy consumption as well as packet loss in the
network. Alami and Najid [36] utilized fuzzy logic to design
an energy-efficient routing protocol. In [37], the authors pro-
posed a clustering algorithm for homogeneous and hetero-
geneous networks by considering redundant data collection
mechanism for overlapping and neighboring sensor nodes.
The approach prolongs the network lifetime. Recently, UAV
is utilized in sensor networks to collect the data. In our
research, we focus on clustering and routing in the UAV-to-
UAV communication rather than the UAV-to-ground commu-
nication. In the traditional systems, sensor nodes transmit the
data to BS by multi-hop communication. In [38] and [39],
UAV collect the data from the sensor nodes in an energy-
efficient way, which reduce the energy consumption and
prolong network lifetime.

Cluster-based routing protocols for UAV networks have
been surveyed and compared in [40]. In the last two decades,
several clustering protocols have been proposed. Shi and
Luo [41] presented a weight-based mechanism for cluster-
ing, named cluster-based location-aided dynamic source rout-
ing (CBLDSR). In CBLDSR, the CH is elected based on
node energy level, low relative speed, and large number of

neighboring nodes. Zang and Zang [42] proposed a mobility
prediction clustering algorithm for UAV net-works, which is
called MPCA, where the link expiration time is combined
with directional structure prediction. Recently, BIC mecha-
nisms have been widely employed in UAV networks.

Aadil et al. [43] presented an energy-aware cluster-based
routing (EALC) for UAV networks. The EALC addresses
the energy limitation of UAVs and the inefficient routing
in UAV networks. Khan et al. [44] proposed a BIC scheme
for FANETs, called BICSF. The BICSF is a hybrid clus-
tering protocol, which is a combination of krill herd (KH)
and glowworm swarm optimization (GSO). The node with
higher residual energy is elected as the CH, and the remaining
nodes are considered as CMs. The KH algorithm is used for
predicting cluster management. Khan et al. [45] proposed a
self-organized-based clustering scheme (SOCS) for FANET.
SOCS is based on GSO; the GSO algorithm is used for
the cluster formation and management phases. The residual
energy and luciferin value of the UAVs are considered for the
CH election phase.

Bhandari et al. [46] proposed a location-aware k-means
UAV clustering algorithm by considering the UAV mobil-
ity and relative locations. Their location-aware clustering
scheme enhances the performance of UAV networks with
limited resources. Jin et al. [47] proposed an optimization
algorithm for an efficient and reliable UAV cluster-based
video surveillance system in the heterogeneous communi-
cation of smart cities. You et al. [48] proposed a clus-
tering scheme for UAV networks, which jointly optimizes
UAV area coverage and mobile edge computing. The authors
in [48] formulate jointly optimizing problem to maximize
the coverage efficiency in UAV networks with lower delay
and power constraints by considering the clustering, posi-
tions, and transmission power. Duan et al. [49] proposed
a flexible network architecture and dynamic scheduling
algorithm to address the fault tolerance in highly dynamic
UAV networks.

Energy-efficient mechanism is widely used in ad-hoc net-
works and mobile edge networks. Zhou and Hu [50] pro-
posed a framework to address the computation efficiency in
wireless powered mobile edge networks. In [50], the authors
considered time division multiple access and non-orthogonal
multiple access to evaluate offloading. Zhang et al. [51] pro-
posed an energy-efficient computation for UAV-aided mobile
edge computing. In [51], the authors jointly considered trans-
mission power of users and UAV trajectory to maximize
computation efficiency. In [52], the authors proposed an
energy-efficient computing for multi-UAV-aidedmobile edge
networks, in which the authors jointly optimized user asso-
ciation, spectral power and resource, and UAV trajectory
scheduling. In [53], the authors studied a solar-powered UAV
communication system to address the UAV optimal trajectory
and resource allocation. In [54], the authors proposed a secure
and energy-efficient UAV communication system based on
multiple antennas.
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III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the scenario and assumptions are de-scribed
as the preliminaries of our study.

A. SCENARIO
This study assumes the typical UAV network model shown
in Fig. 1. In the scenario, we assumed that communication
facilities are unavailable in remote wild areas, where formal
communication infrastructures do not exist. In this model,
we demonstrated the use of a multi-UAV network for wildfire
detection and monitoring.

FIGURE 1. UAV-aided wildfire detection and monitoring: UAVs are
organized into clusters. Data from cluster member UAVs are transferred to
the BS using transmission-efficient routing.

Our proposed system utilizes the rapid mobility of UAVs
with the advantage of providing an on-demand monitor-
ing service that is faster than the current manned aircraft,
remotely controlled UAV, and satellite imagery. The proposed
system minimizes human intervention in risky wildfire areas.
The purpose of this study is to simulate a UAV network
model for wild areas. The UAVs are equipped with geo-
tagged cameras. They scout fire locations by using cameras
employing thermal imaging technology and assist the BS for
further analyses. The UAVs can constantly monitor forest
areas and observe variations in temperature to help prevent
wildfires. Light detection and ranging–equipped UAVs have
been widely used for fire prevention in previous studies [55].
The UAVs can be placed in standby mode in the BS or on
weather-resistant charging pads situated across a forest. The
UAVs can move around the forest and land automatically and
periodically on pre-installed platforms for charging.

B. ASSUMPTIONS
We considered a set of rotary mini-drones or medium-sized
drones. The speed of the UAVs is approximately 10–30 m/s.
In our proposed model, few UAVs have GPS modules, but all
UAVs have inertial measurement units that are provided for
the motion sensing of the UAV. The UAVs are equipped with
a wireless communication interface. The proposed system is
based on offline and online phases, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
offline phase is the localization phase, where the localization
algorithm is implemented to estimate the actual position of

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of the proposed system.

unknownUAVnodes. The offline phase provides an overview
of the overall network topology. After localizing the node,
the online phase is applied. The online phase contains two
subsystems: clustering and data transmission. In the cluster-
ing process, all nodes are able to recognize their neighboring
nodes, and a CH is elected for each of the defined clusters.
The data transmission subphase is used for node communica-
tion and data aggregation betweenCMs, CHs, andBS. Details
regarding each phase are provided in the following sections.

C. GWO MODEL
The GWO model is a novel bio-inspired optimization algo-
rithm proposed by Mirjalili et al. [56], which mainly mim-
ics the leadership and hunting process of grey wolves in
nature. By using this model, quick seeking speed and high–
precision search can be achieved easily. The GWO algorithm
has numerous applications, as it can be easily combined with
particle engineering problems. Generally, the hunting and
searching behaviors of animals are used to mimic swarm
intelligence algorithms. However, the GWO simulates the
internal leadership hierarchy between wolves. Therefore,
during the searching process, the optimal solution can be
comprehensively assessed and selected from three solutions,
whereas other bio-inspired algorithms only provide a single
solution. Therefore, GWO can significantly shrink the prob-
ability of premature and falling into the local optimum.

In the leadership hierarchy, wolf colonies hire four sorts of
grey wolves of alpha, beta, delta, and omega. The alpha wolf
is the dominant leader and the decision maker to manage the
pack. This shows that discipline and organization in the pack
are more important than strength. Beta is the second level
leader in GWO hierarchy. The beta wolves help alphas in
decision making, and lower-level wolves follow their orders.
The beta replaces the alpha if the alpha passes away. The
omega is a lower-level wolf. The omegas must follow the
orders of the alpha and beta wolves. If the wolf is not an alpha,
beta, or omega, it is called a subordinate wolf, i.e., delta.
The delta wolves have to follow alphas and betas. The grey
wolves also exhibit another interesting social behavior known
as group hunting. The main stages of group hunting are as
follows: searching for prey, encircling the prey, and attacking
the prey. In this study, localization, clustering, CH selection,
and data transmission are inspired by the structure and hier-
archies of grey wolf packs. The similarity between the grey
wolf pack and the UAV network are presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Similarity between grey wolf pack and UAV network.

IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENT BIO-INSPIRED LOCALIZATION
In this section, the BIL algorithm for UAV networks is pro-
posed and discussed. The network model, energy model of
the proposed localization algorithm, and pro-posed HGWO-
based localization algorithm are presented in detail.

A. NETWORK MODEL
This section describes the network model and parameters
used in the BIL. N is the total number of UAV nodes and
Na is the total number of anchors. The total number of
unknown nodes is Nu = N − Na and the anchor ratio is
Ar = Na/ N . Sn is a set of neighbor nodes within the sensing
range of a node, which is also known as the neighbor set
of the node. The transmission range or radius of each UAV
node is R (m), and Dv is the deployment region in the cube
(m3). We assumed that the proposed network model is self-
organized and uniformly distributed, without a central control
for deploying UAV nodes in the network. There are N UAV
nodes, and Na anchor nodes are uniformly distributed in the
network. The anchor nodes are provided with their exact
position information at all times.

B. LOCALIZATION ENERGY CONSUMPTION
For the energy consumption model, we used the popular
energy model proposed by Heinzelman et al. [57]. For an
unlocalized node, the transmitted and received energies are
represented by ETx and ERx , respectively, for a data size 9
and transmission distance d . That is,

ETx = 9 × Es +9 × d2 × Ea, (1)

and

ERx = 9 × Es, (2)

where Es and Ea represent the energy dispersed in the trans-
mitter electronics circuitry and radio frequency amplifiers for
propagation loss, respectively.

C. SAMPLING REGION
In our model, two UAV nodes p and q can directly communi-
cate with each other when they are within a communication
range R. Therefore, if p and q are in the communication
range R, node q is a one-hop neighbor. If p and q are in the

communication range 2R, node q is a two-hop neighbor of p.
All nodes move within the maximum speed Vmax . Assume
that a nodemoves from time t−1 to time t at speedVmax . If the
anchor node broadcasts the scanning signals periodically,
the period T is defined as

T =
2R
Vmax

. (3)

The process of estimating the location of unknown nodes
involves three phases: initial, prediction, and filtering phases.
Initially, there is no information regarding the location of
the target node. At the initial phase, Q sample points in
the given region are randomly selected, and the possible
location sample set is lkt =

{
l0t , l

1
t , . . . , l

Q−1
t

}
, where lkt

represents the possible location of the target node at time t and
k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,Q− 1}.

Let Rmax be the maximum moving distance of the target
node at Vmax speed and d(lt |lt−1) is the Euclidean distance
between the two consecutive locations lt and lt−1 of the target
node at time t and t − 1, respectively. Hence, the target node
generates location samples through the following probability
function:

p (lt |lt−1) =

{
1/
πR

2
max if d (lt |lt−1) < Rmax

0 if d (lt |lt−1) ≥ Rmax ,
(4)

where p(lt |lt−1) is the probability that the location prediction
of the target node is correct. Based on the previous position,
the probability p (lt |lt−1) is used to predict the current loca-
tion of the target node.

The target node filters the sampling point according to the
information obtained from the one-hop and two-hop anchor
nodes of the target node. For anchor node a, sampling par-
ticle l, one-hop anchor nodes set Sa1, and two-hop anchor
nodes set Sa2, the filter condition of sampling particle l at
time t can be expressed as

filter
(
l it
)
=

[
∀a ∈ Sa1, d

(
l it , a

)
≤ R

]
∩

[
∀a ∈ Sa2,R < d

(
l it , a

)
≤ 2R

]
. (5)

D. BUILDING THE BOUNDING CUBE
Assume that p is a random unknown node; the neighbor
nodes of node p have positions denoted as Ak1 , . . . ,Akm ,
for some m > 0. The coordinates of Aki are denoted as
Aki = [xi, yi, zi]T ∈ R3, where (xi, yi, zi) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. For
integers 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n, 1 ≤ c ≤ d ≤ n, and 1 ≤ e ≤ f ≤ n,
the cubic region [a, b] × [c, d] × [e, f ] ∈ Dv denotes the
coordination of (i, j, k), where a ≤ i ≤ b, c ≤ j ≤ d , and
e ≤ k ≤ f . The bounding cube zone (BCi) for (xi, yi, zi)
coordinates is computed as

BCi = [xi−R, xi+R]×[yi−R, yi+R]× [zi−R, zi+R].

(6)

Equation (6) represents the communication region of
anchorAki . Then, for a random unknown node p ∈ BCi, for all
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1 ≤ i ≤ m, and therefore,

p ∈ Dv ∩
⋂m

i=1
BCi. (7)

Equation (7) can be constructed for (xi, yi, zi) as follows:

BCi ∩ BCj ∩ BCk
=
[
max

(
xi, xj, xk

)
− R,min

(
xi, xj, xk

)
+ R

]
×
[
max

(
yi, yj, yk

)
− R,min

(
yi, yj, yk

)
+ R

]
×[max

(
zi, zj, zk

)
− R,min

(
zi, zj, zk

)
+ R]. (8)

Thus,

p ∈ Dv ∩ [x+ − R, x− + R]× [y+ − R, y− + R]

× [z+ − R, z− + R], (9)

where x+ = max(x1, . . . , xm), and x− = min(x1, . . . , xm),
and similarly for (yi, zi)’s. For Dv = [1, n] × [1, n] × [1, n],
the estimated position p is expressed as

p ∈ [max(x+ − R, 1),min(x− + R, n)]

× [max(y+ − R, 1),min(y− + R, n)]

× [max(z+ − R, 1),min(z− + R, n)]. (10)

The communication region of node p for the coordinates of
(x, y, z) can be represented as

BC (x, y, z) = [x − R, x + R]× [y− R, y+ R]

× [z− R, z+ R] ∩ Dv. (11)

From (10) and (11),

BC (x, y, z) = [max(x − R, 1),min(x + R, n)]

× [max(y− R, 1),min(y+ R, n)]

× [max(z− R, 1),min(z+ R, n)]. (12)

Assuming that a UAV node has n number of one-hop anchors,
the bounding box can be built as

xmin = maxni=1 {xi − R}, xmax = minni=1 {xi + R}, (13)

ymin = maxni=1 {yi − R}, ymax = minni=1 {yi + R}, (14)

and

zmin = maxni=1 {zi − R}, zmax = minni=1 {zi + R}, (15)

where (xi, yi, zi) are the coordinates of the i-th anchor node,
xmin and xmax denote the upper bound and lower bound of x
direction, respectively, and ymin, ymax , zmin and zmax denote
those for y and z coordinates. For two-hop anchor nodes,
the size is reduced by replacing R with 2R in (13)–(15). The
position of the previous time and the maximum speed of the
node affect the prediction position.
Assume that Bl and Bu are the lower and upper boundaries

of Nu, respectively. The feasible region of Nu is defined
as FRu. As depicted in Fig. 3a, the overlapping space
(intersection) between the bounding cube FRu consists of the
maximum of the low coordinates and the minimum of the
high coordinates of the bounding cube and is expressed as

FRu =
⋂m

i=1
BCi = [Bl,Bu], (16)

FIGURE 3. Bounding cube method for UAV localization: (a) intersection
case and (b) pseudo-intersection case.

Here, Bl = [max (xi − di) ,max (yi − di) ,max (zi − di)]T

and Bu = [min (xi + di) ,min (yi + di) ,min (zi + di)]T ,
where di is the estimate of the distance from the unknown
node to anchor Aki . During the pseudo-intersection, there
should be no intersection between all bounding cubes, as pre-
sented in Fig. 3(b).

Assume that Bl = [xl, yl, zl]T and Bu = [xu, yu, zu]T

are the lower and upper bounds of the deployed region,
respectively. The bounding cube for the pseudo-intersection
obeys the following conditions:

[Bl,Bu] =

{
if {xl < xi − di}, set{xl = xi − di}
if {xu > xi + di}, set{xu = xi + di}.

(17)

Similarly, for the y and z coordinates, Bl and Bu are denoted
as {yl < yi− di, zl < zi− di} and {yu > yi+ di, zl > zi+ di},
respectively. For [{xu < xl}, {yu < yl}, {zu < zl}], the values
of [xl, xu] , [yl, yu] , [zl, zu] are changed.

E. COOPERATIVE DISTANCE ESTIMATION
Assume that the coordinates of the estimated and real posi-
tions of the unknown node are defined as (xei, yei, zei) and
(xri, yri, zri), respectively. The localization error is defined as
the distance between the real and estimated locations of the
unknown node.

eui =
√
(xei − xri)2 + (yei − yri)2 + (zei − zri)2. (18)

The position estimation of a particular unknown node can
be formulated as an optimization problem. This optimization
problem can be solved by minimizing the objective function.
For a noisy measure distance (d̂ij) between an unknown node
Ni and anchor node Aj, the objective function of the localiza-
tion error can be expressed as

f (xei, yei, zei) =
1
K

K∑
k=1

(
dij − d̂ij)

)2
, (19)

where K is the number of neighboring nodes and dij can be
expressed as

dij =
√
(xei − xaj)2 + (yei − yaj)2 + (zei − zaj)2. (20)

Themultihop algorithm is economical and does not require
distance measurement devices. As displayed in Fig. 4, Nt is
the target node, whose coordinates are (xt , yt , zt ). Ak1 , Ak2 ,
and Ak3 are three anchor nodes that are the neighbors of
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FIGURE 4. Feasible region with hop count in UAV localization.

Nt . The coordinates of Ak1 ,Ak2 , and Ak3 are (xk1, yk1, zk1),
(xk2, yk2, zk2), and (xk3, yk3, zk3), respectively. Themaximum
hop counts for the three anchor nodes are h1,Nt , h2,Nt , and
h3,Nt respectively. The feasible region for Nt is shown in the
inner cube of Fig. 4.

The feasible region is constructed with a radius of R×hi,Nt ,
where hi,Nt is the hop count from a particular anchor node
(i = 1, . . . , 3). The feasible region can be bounded by
bounding cubes, which are defined as follows:

xmax = maxni=1
{
xi − R× hi,Nt

}
≤ xt ≤ xmax

= minni=1
{
xi + R× hi,Nt

}
, (21)

ymax = maxni=1
{
yi − R× hi,Nt

}
≤ yt ≤ ymax

= minni=1
{
yi + R× hi,Nt

}
, (22)

and

zmax = maxni=1
{
zi − R× hi,Nt

}
≤ zt ≤ zmax

= minni=1
{
zi + R× hi,Nt

}
. (23)

Localization is an iterative procedure. An unknown node
has three anchor nodes that are first localized. The local-
ized unknown node helps anchors to localize other unknown
nodes. This process is repeated until all unknown nodes are
localized. The initial search space of the network is fixed
using Algorithm 1.

The anchor node broadcasts its locations. Then, the bound-
ing cube method is applied to improve sampling efficiency
by reducing the initial search space. An improved sam-
pling efficiency significantly reduces computational cost,
and fast convergence is achieved by using the boundary
cube technique due to the reduced initial search space.
In Algorithm 1, the unknown node has three anchor nodes
that have intersections between each other and are localized
by lines 3 to 8. The feasible regions are obtained by using the
bounding cube method. In the case of pseudo-intersections
(no intersections between the anchors), the search space
is defined by lines 9 to 12. Finally, the bounding cube
with hop count is used to reduce distance-estimation errors.
In Step 4, we used hop counting for localizing the remaining
unknown nodes. If the unknown node has three neighbor
nodes, the search space of the target node is defined in
lines 16–21.

Algorithm 1 Find the Search Space of a Network
Input: Unknown node Nu, anchor node Na, transmission
range R, deployed region Dv, and node maximum velocity
Vmax
Output: Search space
Procedure
1: Step 1: Initialize Ni, Na, R, and Vmax .
2: Step 2: Anchor node broadcasts its location information.
3: Step 3:Measure the distance between neighbor nodes using
(19).
4: for all unknown UAV nodes Nu do
5: if an unknown node has K > 3 neighbor anchors, then
6: if anchors have an intersection between each other,
then
7: Obtain the search space using (8)
8: Call localization Algorithm 2
9: else no intersections (pseudo-intersection) between
anchor nodes
10: Obtain the search space using (16)–(17)
11: Call localization Algorithm 2
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: Step 4: If an unknown node is not localized, then
16: if an unknown node has K > 3 neighbor
anchors, then
17: Obtain the search space of each target node
according to (21)–(23)
18: Call localization Algorithm 2
19: end if
20: end if
21: Until no unknown nodes can be localized
22: end procedure

F. BIO-INSPIRED LOCALIZATION ESTIMATION
The GWO model is a novel bio-inspired optimization algo-
rithm. The proposed localization is based on GWO. The
main inspiration of the GWO algorithm is derived from the
strict social hierarchy and social collaborative behavior of
gray wolves during hunting. The population of gray wolves
divided into subgroups during hunting is referred to as grades.
In GWO, every gray wolf (alpha (α), beta (β), delta (δ), and
omega (ω)) represents a role in the optimization process.

To mathematically model the social grade of wolves,
we considered the fittest solutions when designing the GWO.
The best solution is considered as an α wolf, and this is the
outcome of the optimization process. Consequently, the sec-
ond, third, and fourth fittest solutions are referred to as β,
δ, and ω, respectively. The hunting behavior of gray wolves
involves three steps: finding, encircling, and attacking the
prey. As this predatory approach is very effective, the mathe-
matical model of the GWO is developed as follows:

The population of W wolves is denoted as U =

[U1, . . . ,Uw, . . . ,UW ]. The position of the wth wolf in
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dimensional solution space d can be represented as Uw =[
U1
w, . . . ,Ud

w, . . . ,UD
w
]T
. The predatory process of the gray

wolf behavior can be defined as

Ud
w (t + 1) = Ud

p (t)− A
d
w

∣∣∣Cd
w · U

d
p (t)− Ud

w (t)
∣∣∣, (24)

where t is the current iteration, Ud
p is the position of the

prey in dimension d , and Adw
∣∣∣Cd

w · Ud
p (t)− Ud

w (t)
∣∣∣ is the

size of the encirclement. Adw and Cd
w are coefficient vectors

represented by

Adw = 2e · r1 − e (25)

and

Cd
w = 2e · r2, (26)

where r1 and r2 are random numbers between [0, 1], and
variables e (decreasing linearly from 2 to 0) are the functions
of the iteration steps:

e = 2−
t

tmax
, (27)

where tmax is the maximum iteration. From (24)–(27),
the exploitation and exploration can be concurrently con-
firmed, which are known as local search and global search,
respectively.

In the prediction phase, gray wolves usually know the posi-

tion of the prey Up =

[
U1
p, . . . ,Ud

p , . . . ,UD
P

]T
. However,

the desired position is unknown to us throughout the opti-
mization process. Generally, Uα,Uβ , and Uδ are near the
potential position of the prey (α, β, and δ). For every iteration,
assume that the desired position can be updated based on
these positions:

Ud
w,α (t + 1) = Ud

α (t)− A
d
w,α

∣∣∣Cd
w,α · U

d
α (t)− Ud

w (t)
∣∣∣,
(28)

Ud
w,β (t + 1) = Ud

β (t)− A
d
w,β

∣∣∣Cd
w,β · U

d
β (t)− Ud

w (t)
∣∣∣,
(29)

Ud
w,δ (t + 1) = Ud

δ (t)− A
d
w,δ

∣∣∣Cd
w,δ · U

d
δ (t)− Ud

w (t)
∣∣∣,
(30)

Ud
w (t + 1) =

1
k

∑
k∈α,β,δ

Ud
w,k (t + 1), (31)

where k represents the three wolves α, β, and δ, and k = 3.
The conventional GWO searching technique is based on

group communication and social learning. However, in con-
ventional GWO, the individual experiences of wolves are
ignored, and only the global best position is considered.
To explore the best position, the personal best historical
positions are considered. In our proposed HGWO, a wolf
individualmemory is added. The PSO algorithm is as follows:

Ud
w (t + 1) = η1 ·

1
k

∑
k∈α,β,δ

Ud
w,k (t + 1)+ η2

· r3 ·
1
k

∑
k∈α,β,δ

(Ud
w,best − Ud

w,k (t)), (32)

where η1 and η2 denote the social and individual learning
factors of gray wolves, respectively, r3 is a random value with
range [0, 1], andUd

w,best represents the personal historical best
solution of the wth wolf. In (32), the update of the position of
the wolf is inspired by the PSO algorithm.

In this step, the ‘‘greedy choice’’ approach of DE is applied
to the selection operation. After the mutation operation,
the crossover operation is performed by the individual wolf
Ud
w (t + 1), and the completely new position Ud

w,new (t + 1)
can be expressed as

Ud
w (t + 1) =


Uw (t), f

(
Ud
w,new (t + 1)

)
> f (Uw (t))

and r4 < Fχ
Ud
w,new (t + 1),

othewise,
(33)

where Uw (t) is the position of the last iteration,
Ud
w,new (t + 1) represents the new position, and r4 is a random

value with range [0, 1]. In the DE algorithm, the principle of
existence of the fittest value is implementedwith a probability
of Fχ . Equation (33) expresses that if the new position of the
wolf based on (32) is worse than that of the last generation,
it will be abandoned. The results converge to the optimal solu-
tion when the greedy method is used. In addition, the position
of thewolf is refined, thereby reducing the possibility of FA in
the position estimation. The step-by-step process of HGWO
is presented in Algorithm 2.

According to Algorithm 2, the HGWO algorithm initial-
izes the related parameters in lines 1–3. In HGWO, the first
position of the UAV node is measured based on the Euclidian
distance in lines 4–7. After that, grey wolf fitness value is uti-
lized to determine the next UAV position in lines 8–22. Next,
the algorithm reiterates the proposed hunting operations of
the gray wolf in lines 8–22 until the maximum iteration is
reached or the other ending criterion is fulfilled. The pro-
posed algorithm searches for the positions ofUα,Uβ , andUδ .
In HGWO, we applied PSO to the individual memories of
each search agent. In the second phase, we utilized PSO to
calculate each wolf fitness value and compared it with the
previous fitness value in line 15. The experience of each
search agent was used to determine the optimal position.
Finally, we applied DE algorithm to check the optimality of
the previous position in line 16. The DE algorithm redefines
the position and eliminates the FA error.

V. ENERGY-EFFICIENT BIO-INSPIRED CLUSTERING
Clustering is essential in UAV networks to efficiently man-
age the network topology. In this section, we mathemati-
cally model the proposed clustering scheme. Furthermore,
we analyze and describe the proposed clustering scheme, CH
election, and data transmission phase.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
In the clustering scheme, multiple UAV groups are formed
and deployed to the wild area [58]. Assume that a number
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Algorithm 2 UAV Localization Based on HGWO
Input: Population size W , maximum number of iterations
(tmax), dimension (d), and coefficientsr1, r2, r3, and r4.
Output: Optimal position of the unknown node
/* Initialization*/
1: Initialize the gray wolf pack U = [U1, . . . ,Uw, . . . ,UW ].
2: Initialize the GWO parameters (e, Adw, C

d
w).

3: Initialize the fitness value (Uα,Uβ ,Uδ).
/* Computation*//*
4: while (t ≤ tmax) do
5: for each wolf w = 1: W do
6: Update the current search agent position using
(19)
7: end for
/*HGWO loop*/
8: for each wolf w = 1: W do
9: Evaluate the fitness value and update
(Uα,Uβ ,Uδ)
10: Obtain the variable e based on (27).
11: end for
12: for each wolf w = 1: W do
13: Calculate Adw and Cd

w based on (25)–26)
14: Update the position of wolf w by (28)–(31)
15: Redefine the position of wolf w by (32)
16: Evaluate whether the new position of wolf w is
acceptable by (33)
17: end for
18: w = w+ 1
19: t = t + 1
21: end while
22: Terminate the process and output the optimal position by
Uα

of UAVs Uk are deployed in the area. The set of clusters Cs
is defined as {C1

s , . . . ,C
M
s }, where M is the number of clus-

ters. The set of UAVs is defined as N = {U1,U2 . . . ,Uk}.
The network graph is presented as G(V, E), where V is the
set of vertices of Uk UAVs, and E represents the set of
edges. Assume that two UAVs (Ui andUj) are neighbors when
(Ui,Uj ∈ E) are contingent on a minimum threshold value of
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between Ui andUj [59]. The
3D coordinates ofUi at time t are defined as (xuavi , yuavi , huavi ).
The distance between two UAVs (Ui andUj) is defined as
follows:

d i,j
{
Ui (t) ,Uj (t)

}
=

√
(xuavi − x

uav
j )2 + (yuavi − y

uav
j )2 + (huavi − h

uav
j )2.

(34)

B. CHANNEL MODEL
In this subsection, the channel model for the UAV is pre-
sented. First, we present the U2U channel model. When Ui
transmits the signals toUj, the received power at Uj from Ui

can be expressed as in [60]:

PrUi,j = Pi,jp
g
i,jd
−γ
i,j , (35)

where Pi,j is the transmitted power from Ui to Uj, p
g
i,j is

the power gain of the small-scale fading channel, di,j is the
distance between Ui from Uj, and γ represents the mean path
loss exponent. The SNR value from Ui to Uj is expressed as

SNRUi,j =
Pi,jp

g
i,jd
−γ
i,j

Nw
G

, (36)

where Nw
G is the additive white Gaussian noise. The U2U

channels are generally controlled by a line-of-sight (LoS)
link. For this reason, the path loss between Ui to Uj can be
considered as a free space propagation, which is presented as
follows:

L
Ui,j
LoS = 20logdi,j + 20logf0 + 20log(4π

/
c), (37)

where f0 is the carrier frequency of the U2U channel, and c is
the speed of light.

Second, we present the U2BS channel model. For the
U2BS channel mode, we consider that communication links
are either LoS or non-line-of-sight (NLoS), based on some
probability. The probability parameters are theUAV’s altitude
and elevation angle between the UAV and the BS. Assuming
that Ui has an altitude hi and BS has a distance rUi,BS from
the estimated position of the UAV, the probability of LoS is
given by

pLoSUi,BS (rUi,BS )

=
1

1+ ψ · exp(−φ 180
π
arctan

√
r2Ui,BS−d

2
Ui,BS

dUi,BS
− ψ)

, (38)

where dUi,BS is the distance between Ui and BS, and ψ and
φ are the environment-dependent parameters. The path loss
between Ui and BS can be written as

LUi,BS
(
rUi,BS , dUi,BS

)
=

(
4π frUi,BS

c

)−ς
{%LoSpLoSUi,BS

(
rUi,BS

)
+ %NLoS (1− pLoSUi,BS

(
rUi,BS

)
)}−1, (39)

where f is the carrier frequency, c is the speed of light, ς is
the path loss exponent, and %LoS and %NLoS are the additional
losses due to the LoS and NLoS links, respectively.

C. ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF CLUSTER HEADS
The node energy consumption is based on signal transmission
and reception. The energy model used in this study is the
same as that in [3]. The free-space multipath fading channel
model, which is based on the distance between the transmitter
and receiver is used. If the distance is d (Euclidean distance
between the transmitter and receiver), and the distance thresh-
old is dth for transmitting l-bit data, the energy consumption
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is designated as

ETx(l, d) =

{
(Eelec + l · εfs · d2)× l, d < dth(
Eelec + l · εfs · d4

)
× l, d ≥ dth,

(40)

where Eelec denotes the parameters of electronic energy con-
sumption depending on the energy dissipated per bit to run the
transmitter or the receiver. εfs ·d2 and εfs ·d4 are the amplifier
energies under the two communication modes depending on
the distance between the transmitter and receiver, respec-
tively. The energy consumption for receiving l-bit messages
can be calculated as

ERx(l) = Eelec × l. (41)

The energy consumption of UAVs is based on their flights
and communications with other UAVs and the BS. The energy
consumed during flight depends on the flying andmotion, and
it can be represented as

Efly =

√
(mtotg)3

2πpnr rpρ
, (42)

where mtot is the mass of UAVs, g and ρ are the earth gravity
and air density, respectively, while pnr and rp are the number
of propellers and radii, respectively.

Assume that the average energy consumed per cluster isEC
for an average number of cluster C , and the average number
of nodes per cluster is N

C , where N is the total number of
nodes. The average energy for one round is

E1r = cgr × C × Ec, (43)

where cgr represents the quality of the communication chan-
nel. The average energy consumption per cluster is expressed
as

EC = ECH + 0cgr

(
N
C
− 1

)
ECMfs + (1− 0)cgr

×

(
N
C
− 1

)
ECMmp

≈ ECH + 0cgr

(
N
C

)
ECMfs + (1− 0)cgr

(
N
C

)
ECMmp ,

(44)

where ECH represents the energy dissipated by the CH, ECMfs

and ECMmp are the energy dissipated by the CM nodes in the
free space and multipath amplification models, respectively,
and 0 and (1− 0) are the fractions of the member node that
transmit using the free space model and the multipath model,
respectively. ECH is given as

ECH = ERX (l)+ Eagg−tot + ETX−amp(l, d)

= cgr

(
N
C

)
Eelcc + cgr

(
N
C

)
Eagg + lεmpd4BS , (45)

where dBS is the average distance from the CH to the BS.
ECMfs and ECMmp can be defined as

ECMfs = ETX (l, d) = ETX−elec (l)+ ETX−amp (l, d)

= lEelec + l · εfs · d4CHfs (46)

ECMmp = ETX (l, d) = ETX−elec (l)+ ETX−amp (l, d)

= lEelec + l · εfs · d4CHmp (47)

where dCHfs and dCHmp are the average distances from the CM
to their corresponding CH in the free space and multipath
models, respectively. For the case of d ≥ dth from (40),
substituting (45), (46), and (47), we obtain

EC = cgr

(
N
C

)
l · Eelec + cgr

(
N
C

)
lEagg + lεmpd4BS

+0cgr

(
N
C

)
l · Eelec + 0cgr

(
N
C

)
l · εfs · d4CHfs

+ (1− 0) cgr

(
N
C

)
l · Eelec + (1− 0) cgr

(
N
C

)
l

· εfs · d4CHmp . (48)

Substituting (43) into (48), we obtain

E1r = cg
2

r N · l(2Eelec + Eagg +
C

cg
2

r N
εmpd4BS

+0εfs · d2CHfs + (1− 0) εmp · d
4
CHmp ). (49)

D. OPTIMAL NUMBER OF CLUSTERS
In general, the total energy consumption is determined by
the number of clusters in the network. An optimal number
of clusters can reduce the energy consumption and balance
the network. We determined the optimal number of clusters
via mathematical modeling. According to the basic geometric
relationship, the volumes of the 3D cubic network region can
be represented as

Vc = M ×M ×M = M3, (50)

whereM is the length of the cube. The average cluster region
C in the network can be expressed as

Vc =
M3

C
. (51)

The 3D cluster region with node distribution can be repre-
sented as fXYH (x, y, h). Let the CH position be the center of
mass of the cluster region. The free space estimated value of
the node distances to the CH can be calculated as

E
[
d2CHfs

]
=

∫∫∫ (
x2 + y2 + h2

)
fXYH (x, y, h) dxdydh

=

∫∫∫
r2fRθ∅ (r, θ,∅) r2 sin (∅) drdθd∅

=

∫∫∫
r4fRθ∅ (r, θ) sin (∅) drdθd∅. (52)

By assuming that the region of the cluster is spherical, and
fRθ∅ (r, θ,∅) is the constant of the cluster region, the radius
of the sphere and node density are expressed as (53) and (54),
respectively.

M3

C
=

4
3
πR3c,Rc =

3

√
3

4πC
M (53)

fRθ∅ (r, θ,∅) =
1
Vc
=

C
M3 . (54)
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Equation (52) can be rewritten as

E
[
d2CHfs

]
=

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

∫ 3
√

3
4πCM

0
r4

C
M3 sin (∅) drdθd∅

=
3
10

(
3

√
2πC

)
2
3M

2
. (55)

Substituting (55) in (49), we obtain the optimal number of
clusters for the network:

∂E1r
∂C
= 0. (56)

Copt =
(

4
3π2

)1/5 (
0cgrN

) εfs
εmp

M2

d4BS
)
3/5. (57)

The probability of selecting the optimal number of CHs can
be calculated as

CHopt =
Copt
0cgrN

=

(
4

3π2

)1/5 ( 1

0cgrN

)2/5 εfs
εmp

M2

d4BS
)
3/5.

(58)

E. CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
In this subsection, the clustering in UAV networks is pre-
sented. The proposed clustering is based on the HGWO
algorithm. In HGWO clustering, the aim is to partition N
nodes into predetermined or optimal Copt clusters. During
clustering, the proximate nodes are assigned to the cluster
with the nearest mean using Euclidean distance. This ensures
a low transmission range to reduce energy consumption.
However, it is difficult to determine the location in high-
mobility scenarios. To address this issue, the node distance
is measured using the proposed HGWO algorithm. First,
we group the UAV nodes based on their geographical loca-
tions by minimizing the sum of the squared errors as in (59).

Xt
i,Ch = argmin ‖Ud

w,i − CCh
w ‖

2
2, (59)

where Xt
i,Ch is the uniqueness of the wolf-to-cluster associa-

tion, Ch
w is the set of wolves that are associated with the clus-

terCh, andUd
w,i is the position of wolfUi in dimensiond . If the

new position (refer to (32)) of the gray wolf is beyond the
search bounds, (60) moves the wolves toward the exceeded
bound. It is more precisely represented as

Ud
w,i (t + 1) =


Ud
w,i (t)+ `× (Ud

− Ud
w,i (t),

if Ud
w,i (t + 1) > Ud

Ud
w,i (t)U

d
w,i (t)+ `× (Ld − Ud

w,i (t),
if Ud

w,i (t + 1) < Ld

(60)

where Ud and Ld are the upper and lower boundaries of the
search area, respectively, and ` is a random number in [0, 1].
In the HGWO clustering, the position of the alpha wolf is the
centroid of the cluster. The HGWO-based clustering scheme
is described in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 first initializes the parameters (lines 1–3).
It assigns each node or wolf to a certain group based on the

Algorithm 3 UAV Clustering Based on HGWO
Input: Number of clusters Copt and number of wolf packs U
Output: Final centroid positions of clusters Cm, m =

1, 2, . . . ,M
/* Initialization Phase*/
1: Initialize the position of wolf pack U =

[U1, . . . ,Uw, . . . ,UW ].
2: Initialize the GWO parameters (e, Adw, C

d
w).

3: Initialize the number of clusters Cm← ∅.
/* Computation*/
4: repeat
5: Cm← C ′m
6: for each wolf w = 1, 2, . . . ,W do
7: for each cluster Copt = {C1,C2, . . . ,Ch, . . . ,Ck}
do
8: Update the wolf-to-cluster association using (1).
9: end for
10: end for
11: while (t = 1 to tmax) do
12: for each wolf w = 1 toW do
13: for each wolf, d = 1 to D do
14: Update the position of each wolf defined by
(31).
15: Redefine the position of wolf w using (32).
16: Evaluate the new position of wolf w defined by
(60).
17: Update the values of (e, Adw, C

d
w).

18: Calculate the fitness of each gray wolf.
19: Update Ud

w,α , Ud
w,β , and U

d
w,δ .

20: end for
21: end for
22: t = t + 1
23: end while
24: Return Ud

w,α /*the position of alpha is the final centroid
position*/
25: until (Cm = C ′m) /*no change in the cluster centroids*/

geographical locations of the wolves (lines 6–9). Thereafter,
the HGWO algorithm is applied to fix the centroid of the clus-
ter. The proposed algorithm estimates the potential location of
the wolf by using (31) (lines 11–14). The individual position
experience of the wolf is applied using (32) to obtain the opti-
mal location (line 15). Finally, the wolf position is determined
using the search bounds (line 16). After the iteration reaches
the maximum number, the algorithm returns to the position
of alpha, which is the final centroid of the cluster.

F. CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION
This subsection describes the application of HGWO for
selecting CHs in the network. The proposed CH selection
process is presented in Algorithm 4. In the GWO algorithm,
the three best solutions are alpha, beta, and delta (in that
sequence) and they have the best idea of the prey location.
In the first round, the positions of the wolves are updated
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Algorithm 4 CH Selection Based on HGWO
Input: Clusters Cm and number of nodes U
Output: Cluster head CHm, where m = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
/* Initialization phase*/
1: Initialize the position of the wolf pack U =

[U1, . . . ,Uw, . . . ,UW ].
2: Initialize the GWO parameters (e, Adw, C

d
w).

3: Calculate the fitness (F) of each gray wolf.
4: Choose the three best solutions Ud

w,α , Ud
w,β , and U

d
w,δ .

/* Computation*/
5: while (t ++ < tmax), do
6: for each search agent, do
7: Update the position of the current search agent.
8: if round = 0 then
9: Update the position using (28)–(31).
10: else
11: Update the position using (61)–(73). /*apply
cases 1–4*/
12: end if
13: end for
14: Update (e, Adw, C

d
w).

15: Calculate the fitness (F) of all search agents.
16: Update Ud

w,α , Ud
w,β , and U

d
w,δ

17: t = t + 1
18: end while
19: return CHs

according to (28)–(31). Subsequently, the positions of the
wolves are updated based on the fitness values. The process
of measuring the fitness value is as follows:

For case 1:

Ddw,α =
∣∣∣Cd

w,α × (Fα − Fw)
∣∣∣, (61)

Ddw,β =
∣∣∣Cd

w,β × (Fβ − Fw)
∣∣∣, (62)

Ddw,δ =
∣∣∣Cd

w,δ × (Fδ − Fw)
∣∣∣. (63)

Therefore,

Ud
w,α = Fα − Adw,α × D

d
w,α, (64)

Ud
w,β = Fβ − Adw,β × D

d
w,β , (65)

Ud
w,δ = Fδ − Adw,δ × D

d
w,δ, (66)

Ud
w (t + 1) =

1
k

∑
k∈α,β,δ

Ud
w,k , (67)

where Ddw is the vector that depends on the location of the
prey, and F is the fitness value of the wolf.
For case 2:

Ud
w,α = |Fα − Fw|, (68)

Ud
w,β =

∣∣Fβ − Fw∣∣, (69)

Ud
w,δ = |Fδ − Fw|, (70)

Ud
w (t + 1) =

1
k

∑
k∈α,β,δ

Ud
w,k . (71)

For case 3:

Ud
w (t + 1) =

1
k

Fα−Fw
Fα−Fo

, (72)

where k is the iteration and Fo is the worst fitness value.
For case 4:

Ud
w (t + 1) =

∣∣∣∣Fα − FwFα − Fo

∣∣∣∣. (73)

For the selection of CHs, several fitness functions are
considered, and our goal is to maximize the fitness function.
In our model fitness, the functions are intra-cluster distance
(ICD), number of neighbors (NoN), and residual power of the
UAVs (RP).

F (i) = coef1 × ICD+ coef2 × NoN+ coef3 × RP, (74)

where coef1, coef2, and coef3 are 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, respec-
tively. The coefficients are chosen based on priority. The
average distance between the UAV nodes and the initial CH
is the fitness coefficient ICD, which is defined as

ICD =
1
Nm

(
∑Nm

m=1
‖Un − CHm‖), (75)

where ‖U−CHm‖ is the distance between the UAV nodeU to
CHm, and Nm is the total number of UAV nodes in the cluster.
The second fitness function NoN is calculated as

NoN = R =

√
M3

4/
3π × Copt

, (76)

where R is the radius and Copt is the optimal cluster (see (57).
The third fitness function is calculated as follows:

RP =
1∑M

m=1 ERCHm
, (77)

where ERCHm is the current residual energy level of CHm,
and 1 ≤ m ≤ M . The detailed process of CH selection is
presented in Algorithm 4.

The position of the wolf pack and the GWO parameters are
initialized at the beginning of Algorithm 4 in lines 1–2. The
algorithm measures the fitness of the wolves and chooses the
three-best wolves based on higher fitness value in lines 3–4.
At the initial phase, wolves’ fitness value is calculated based
on equations (28)–(31) in lines 5–9. After that, the algo-
rithm utilizes case 1–4 to measure the wolves’ fitness value
in line 11. The formula for calculating the fitness value
is defined in equation (18) in line 15. The detailed pro-
cedure of the optimization stages in HGWO is provided
in lines 16–19.

G. TRANSMISSION-EFFICIENT ROUTING
In this subsection, we present the transmission-efficient
routing protocol for UAV networks. In this study,
a transmission-efficient routing denotes routing with a min-
imum number of transmissions. A majority of the data
transmission schemes for UAV networks are single-hop or
multihop-based methods. However, the existing schemes are
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disadvantageous because of their considerable delays and
large number of transmissions, which cause the battery of
UAVs to drain quickly. In this article, we propose a GWO-
based CS scheme named CS-GWO for UAV networks. This
scheme significantly reduces the number of data transmis-
sions and balances the traffic load of the entire network. The
CM nodes transmit data to the CH in the same cluster without
using CS-GWO.

The CHs employ CS-GWO routing to transmit data to
the BS or to the nearest CH. In CS-GWO, we constructed
a minimum-cost algorithm that connects all CHs to the BS,
where the cost is represented by the number of hops. The CHs
use this backbone routing path to transmit data to the BS.
The backbone routing path is updated based on node fitness,
as proposed in GWO. In our algorithm, which is inspired by
GWO, we classified all nodes into three categories: alpha,
beta, and delta. The backbone tree is constructed using the
three types of nodes. An example of the proposed routing
scheme is presented in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 5. Example of transmission-efficient routing.

Assume that the original data X = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]T have
a K -sparse symbol of matrix8, where8 is aM ×N matrix.
In addition, assume that the CH is aware of the projection
vectors of all nodes within the cluster. A measurement coeffi-
cient8ij can be randomly generated to identify nodenj. Thus,
it is easy to identify nodes in the network and generate a
measurement matrix for the CHs. Matrix 8 can be divided
into several submatrices for each cluster. Assume that 8Ci is
a submatrix of cluster i, CHi is the cluster head, and the data
vector of cluster CHi isxCi . Therefore, the collection data xCi
from CMs with a cluster of submatrices can be defined as
8CixCi . As depicted in Fig. 5, the UAV nodes are divided into
four clusters and cluster heads. CH1, CH2, CH3, and CH4 are
connected to the BS through a backbone tree. Vector x can
be decomposed into

[
xC1 , xC2 , xC3 , xC4

]T , and matrix 8 is
defined as

[
8C1 ,8C2 ,8C3 ,8C4

]
. The projections of all data

in the network, which are generated from the clusters, can be

Algorithm 5 CS-GWO Routing
Input: CS matrix 8M×N , measurement vector x, joint spar-
sity K , set limiting parameter Sl , stopping criterion �, and
wolf set U = [U1, . . . ,Uw, . . . ,UW ]
Output: Estimated solution set x ′

/* Initialization*/ 1: Initialize support set R, stopping crite-
rion �, and estimated solution x ′ = ∅.
2: Initialize gray wolf population matrix Ui×K with random
integers between [1, N ].
3: Initialize (Uα,Uβ ,Uδ) as vector (1× K ) with all its com-
ponents equal to 0.
4: Initialize L t+1best1 = L t+1best2 = L t+1best3 = ∞.

5: Initialize iteration t = 1 and allow maximum iteration
number tmax .
/* Computation and reconstruction*/
6: while (t ≤ tmax ‖ L t+1best1 > �) do
7: for each wolf w = 1: W do
8: Update the wolves’ positions
9: end for
10: for each row i of matrix Ui×k
12: Create a search setC, whereC = R∪{RowiofUi×K }

13: I , {indices of the K largest magnitude entries in
8cx
14: L = 8I

15: Calculate fitness f (L) using (79)
16: if (L t+1best1 > f (L)) then
17: Uα = I
18: else if (L t+1best1 < f (L)) && (L t+1best2 > f (L)) then
19: L t+1best1 = f (L) and Uβ = I

20: else if (L t+1best1 < f (L))&&
(
L t+1best2 <

f (L)
)
&&

(
L t+1best3 > f (L)

)
then

21: L t+1best3 = f (L) and Uδ = I
22: end if
23: SetR = I
24: end for
25: Update (e, Adw, C

d
w).

26: for each search agent, do
27: Update the position of the current search agent by
(31).
28: end for
29: t = t + 1
30: end while
31: return x ′

defined as

y = 8x

=

[
8C18C2 ,8C3 ,8C4

] xC1

xC2

xC3

xC4


=

∑4

i=1
8CixCi . (78)

The CS-GWO routing is presented in Algorithm 5.
A support set R, which represents8T columns, is initialized
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at the start of the algorithm. Assume that the search agents
(positions of the wolves) are defined as matrix Ui×j, where
i is the number of wolves, and j is the joint sparsity K .
Each matrix has a randomly selected integer [1, N ], where
N represents the number of columns in 8. Uα , Uβ , and
Uδ are the three best wolves represented in vector (1 × K )
(lines 1–4). The three best fitness values are initialized in
line 4. Thereafter, the initialized parameters are updated at
all positions. For each row i in matrix U, a search set C is
created, where C = R ∪ {Row#i of Ui×K }. Subsequently,
a submatrix8c is created from the CS matrix8 (lines 6–12).
At line 13, a submatrix L is created, where L = 8I is the
column of matrix 8. The cost function, which is measured
using the fitness value f (L), is expressed as follows:

f (L) = ‖L ·8x − x‖2. (79)

The best wolves are found using lines 15–23, where
L t+1best1,L

t+1
best2, and L

t+1
best3 are the three best solutions. Finally,

the positions of the wolves are updated based on (30).

H. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The computational or time complexity of proposed HGWO
is represented as O(W ∗ d ∗ tmax), where W is the size of
the population, d the dimension of the optimization problem
to be solved, and tmax the maximum number of iterations.
The time complexity of HGWO contains the three phases
of O(population initialization) +O(calculation of the fitness
value for entire population) +O(updating the population
position). In the first phase, HGWO have the complexity
of O(W ∗ d). Second, the time complexity of fitness value
of entire population is O(W ∗ d ∗ tmax). Finally, updating
the population position contains the two parts of O(position
update during crossover operation) and O(position update
duringmutation). Hence, the computational complexity of the
third phase isO(W ∗d ∗ tmax). Therefore, total computational
complexity of HGWO is O(W ∗ d +W ∗ d ∗ tmax +W ∗ d ∗
tmax) = O((2tmax + 1)W ∗ d).

In the BIL algorithm, HGWO algorithm dominates and,
thus, the computational complexity of BIL is the same as that
of HGWO. That is, the computational complexity of BIL is
O((2tmax + 1)W ∗ d). The BIC and CS-GWO algorithms
have the same time complexity. In the initialization phase,
the algorithm requires O(W ∗ d) time to calculate the control
parameters. After that, the algorithm requires O(W ∗ d) to
update three best solutions in each iteration. For the max-
imum number of iterations, the total time complexity is
O(W ∗ d ∗ tmax).

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We conducted extensive simulations using MATLAB [61]
to evaluate the performance of the proposed BIL and
BIC under different scenarios. First, we investigated the
performance of BIL and compared it with those of the
DV-Hop, GWO-LPWSN, 3D-GAIDV-Hop, DECHDV-Hop,
and HDPSO algorithms. Then, the performance of BIC was

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

evaluated and compared with those of CBLADSR, MPCA,
EALC, BICSF, and SOCS.

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
In our simulation, an area of 1000 m × 1000 m was con-
sidered, where the UAVs were uniformly distributed in the
network. The altitude range of the UAVs was approximately
125–200 m. The BS was placed beyond the simulation area.
The minimum and maximum mobility’s of the UAVs ranged
from 10 to 30m/s. The simulation parameters are summarized
in Table 2.

In the first phase, we evaluated the performance of the
BIL algorithm in terms of the performance metrics for local-
ization such as accuracy of localization, mean localization
error (MLE), and algorithm convergence cost. The methods
for calculating the localization error, MLE, and localization
success ratio were the same as those in [30]. In the second
phase, we compared our proposed BIC algorithm with other
algorithms. The performance metrics used are the number of
clusters, cluster building time, and energy consumption. The
performance metrics were observed by varying the number of
nodes and rounds.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ON LOCALIZATION
In this subsection, the performance of the BIL algorithm
is analyzed, and the results of the comparison with other
localization algorithms are discussed. The data are summa-
rized in Table 3, where a few key parameters for localiza-
tion performance, such as the maximum localization error,
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TABLE 3. Comparison results in terms of localization error.

minimum localization error, and MLE, are also presented.
The comparison results show that the proposed BIL has
a more efficient performance than the other algorithms.
Table 3 also presents the comparison results of the algorithm
efficiency in terms of the number of iterations required to
achieve the goal, time taken to localize each node, and per-
centage value of the localization success rate. From Table 3,
it is evident that the proposed BIL can localize a larger num-
ber of nodes within a shorter time. In addition, the proposed
approach achieves higher localization rate compared to other
algorithms by considering the hop count.

The BIL performs better than other algorithms when iden-
tifying the location of the unknown nodes. The bounding cube
method reduces the initial search space, thereby reducing
the localization time as well as the computing time required
for localization. In addition, due to the leadership and hunt-
ing mechanisms, HGWO helps to identify unknown nodes.
Besides, HGWO optimizes the coordinates of the unknown
nodes. To enhance the performance of the local searches
(when the unknown node is near the anchor node) and the
global searches (when the unknown node is far away from
the anchor node), the parameter ‘‘e’’ is decreased gradually.

Owing to the mobility of the UAVs, the positions of UAV
nodes, network topology, and frequency change constantly.
Fig. 6(a) depicts the positions of the UAV nodes at time
t + 1, where the black asterisks (∗) indicate the anchor
nodes, and the red circles (◦) represent the unknown nodes.
Fig. 6(b) illustrates the node connectivity between anchors
and unknown nodes at time t+1. The localization error at time
t + 1 is presented in Fig. 6(c), where the straight blue lines
denote the localization errors at a distance from the actual
position to the estimated position.

To reduce the localization error, we applied the bounding
cube method to increase the sampling efficiency. A higher
sampling efficiency reduces the node localization error, size
of the searching region, and number of iterations. Thus,
the proposed BIL consumes less energy. In our proposed
algorithm, we applied sample filtering to significantly reduce
FA. During the distance estimation, as shown in Fig. 6(c),

FIGURE 6. (a) Node position at time t + 1, (b) node connectivity at time
t + 1, and (c) node localization error at time t + 1, when using the BIL
algorithm.

FIGURE 7. MLE vs. number of unknown UAV nodes.

the BIL algorithm has fewer localization errors and locates
the nodes at higher accuracy than the other methods.

1) MLE VS. NUMBER OF UNKNOWN UAV NODES
As depicted in Fig. 7, an increase in the number of nodes
reduces the localization error. Furthermore, it increases the
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FIGURE 8. MLE vs. number of anchor nodes.

number of reference points, thereby facilitating the localiza-
tion of additional nodes with fewer errors. Moreover, after
an unknown node is localized, it can be used to localize the
remaining unknown nodes. It can be observed from Fig. 7 that
BIL has the lowest MLE among all algorithms.

2) MLE VS. NUMBER OF ANCHOR UAV NODES
As depicted in Fig. 8, as the number of anchor nodes
increases, the MLE decreases. As the anchor nodes increase,
the reference points of the unknown nodes also increase,
and the distance between the anchor and unknown nodes
is reduced. The bounding cube scheme increases the highly
valid samples and, thus, the localization accuracy is increased
in the BIL algorithm. Thus, the MLE is reduced for all
algorithms; however, among the six algorithms, the MLE of
BIL is the lowest for all cases.

FIGURE 9. Localization energy consumption vs. number of UAV nodes.

3) LOCALIZATION ENERGY CONSUMPTION VS.
NUMBER OF NODES
Fig. 9 shows that the proposed BIL consumes less energy
for node localization compared to other algorithms. This is
because BIL requires fewer anchor nodes to localize a large
number of unknown nodes. The anchor nodes transmit their
position information to unknown nodes only when they are
within the sensing range. In other algorithms, the anchor

nodes transmit position information whenever they are within
the communication range. For BIL, communication cost is
calculated by the number of transmitted control packets to
localize the entire network. Each anchor node broadcast
its location. In BIL, however, node location upgrade, loca-
tion optimization, and hop count calculation are processed
at target nodes. Therefore, energy consumption is signifi-
cantly reduced for localization in BIL. In addition, because
the HGWO algorithm quickly converges, the BIL algorithm
requires less energy than the other algorithms.

C. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ON CLUSTERING
The performance of BIC was evaluated and compared with
those of other BIC protocols, namely, CBLADSR, MPCA,
EALC, BICSF, and SOCS. The results of the comparison are
presented in this subsection.

1) NUMBER OF CLUSTERS VS. TOTAL NUMBER OF
UAV NODES
In the clustering method, network energy consumption is
depends on the number of clusters in the network. The opti-
mal number of clusters may reduce the energy consumption
in the network. Therefore, it is essential to determine the
optimal number of clusters in a network. Fig. 10 presents the
relationship between the number of clusters and the number
of nodes.

FIGURE 10. Number of clusters vs. number of UAV nodes.

The optimal number of clusters is the main factor that
reduces energy consumption. In this study, we analytically
modeled the optimal number of clusters, which ensures min-
imal energy consumption in the network. If the cluster size is
significantly large, the number of intra-cluster transmissions
will be large. However, if the cluster size is significantly
small, the number of clusters will be large. Hence, if the
number of clusters is not optimal, a few nodes may not join
the cluster. This may increase the number of clusters due
to the single-node cluster problem. For optimal clustering,
it is necessary that a node should only be in one cluster. Our
proposed clustering scheme prevents single-node clusters and
optimizes the network topology. Therefore, the BIC performs
better than the other clustering algorithms.
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FIGURE 11. Cluster building time vs. number of UAV nodes.

2) CLUSTER BUILDING TIME VS. TOTAL NUMBER
OF UAV NODES
In the clustering process, every node broadcasts its position
and energy level at the beginning of each round, and each CH
node broadcasts message to introduce itself in the network.
In BIC, therefore, the number of transmitted control packets
depends on the selection of CH and the distance between
nodes and BS. The cluster building time, which refers to the
time taken by the clustering algorithm for cluster formation
and CH selection, contributes to the computational complex-
ity of the clustering algorithm. A long cluster building time
consumes additional energy, thereby reducing the network
lifetime. Due to the energy limitation of UAVs, it is necessary
to build up a cluster within a short period of time. As shown
in Fig. 11, as the number of nodes in the network increases,
the time taken by the clustering algorithm to build the cluster
increases. In HGWO, we utilized PSO algorithm to avoid
the wolf pack being trapped in local optima. As a result,
more suitable CH and relay nodes are selected, which make
BIC more energy efficient. Therefore, our proposed scheme
performs better than the other algorithms due to its shorter
cluster building time, which reduces the route selection delay.

FIGURE 12. Number of living nodes vs. rounds.

3) NUMBER OF LIVING NODES VS. ROUNDS
Fig. 12 shows the variation curve of the living rate of nodes
and the network life cycle. After each cycle, a few UAVs

die because of the drainage of their battery power. From
Fig. 12, we can observe that the number of living nodes of
BIL is maintained longer and is more stable than those of
other algorithms. Furthermore, the proposed BIL consumes
the least amount of energy among the six algorithms.

4) TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION VS. ROUNDS
Fig. 13 depicts the variation curve of energy consumption
and rounds. Compared to the other algorithms, the slopes
of the BIC curve are smaller, which indicate that the dying
process of the nodes is comparatively milder. However, as the
number of rounds increases, the energy consumption of BIC
decreases because of the optimal clustering and selection of
the optimal number of CHs.

FIGURE 13. Total energy consumption vs. rounds.

D. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON ROUTING
In this subsection, we report the performance of the proposed
CS-GWO routing. The UAV nodes were organized into clus-
ters, and each cluster has a CH, which is indicated by the solid
squares in Fig. 14. The blue links indicate the shortest routing
path (backbone tree) for inter-cluster transmission links from
CHs to the BS.

In most of the existing cluster-based routing algorithms,
each cluster head (CH) node transmits data to the base station
(BS) or to the nearest CH. In dynamic UAV networks, links
between CHs may be long and thus need more power to
transmit the data. Also, maintaining links between CHs is a
difficult task due to high mobility. Our proposed CS-GWO
utilizes relay nodes to transmit data to other CHs and the
BS, which reduces the load from CH and prolongs the CH
lifetime. Besides, in the existing clustering methods, the CH
node near to the BS dies early due to the shortest path routing,
which makes routing hole problem. In our approach, we uti-
lize CM nodes as relays, which transfer the data to the BS and
achieve energy balancing between the UAV nodes.

1) NUMBER OF TRANSMISSIONS VS. NUMBER
OF UAV NODES
Fig. 15 compares our scheme of clustering without CS
and the shortest path tree (SPT) in terms of the number
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FIGURE 14. CS-GWO data transmission method.

FIGURE 15. Number of transmissions vs. number of UAV nodes.

of transmissions. The number of transmissions in our scheme
is significantly lower than those in other methods. In the
proposed method, data were compressed using the CS tech-
nique at the CHs, thereby reducing the number of transmis-
sions. The transmission of inter-cluster data proceeds through
the backbone routing tree. The transmissions in our scheme
are significantly lower than those in clustering without CS.
In addition, the number of transmissions in our method is
evidently smaller than that in SPT. This is because our scheme
is based on the cluster structure, in which nodes transmit their
data to the CH and the CH is located around the center of the
cluster. Contrarily, in PST, the UAV nodes transmit their data
to the nodes near the BS.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed the BIL and BIC algorithms
in UAV networks for wildfire detection and monitoring appli-
cations in remote areas. In BIL, the initial search space is
limited by using the bounding cube method, thereby increas-
ing the sampling efficiency and reducing the computational
cost. The developed HGWO algorithm is incorporated to
determine the actual location of unknown nodes. The sim-
ulation results show that BIL is superior in terms of various
performance metrics under different scenarios compared to
the conventional schemes. The proposed BIC is inspired by

the gray wolf leadership hierarchy and focuses on improving
energy efficiency. It reduces energy consumption by consid-
ering various issues such as the number of clusters, cluster
size, cluster stability, and number of transmissions. We have
also developed an analytical model for determining the opti-
mal number of clusters. The HGWO algorithm optimizes the
formation of UAV clusters and the selection of CH. The sim-
ulation results show that BIC achieves a significant perfor-
mance improvement in terms of cluster building time, number
of clusters, cluster lifetime, and energy consumption. Finally,
we have proposed the CS-GWO routing, which reduces the
number of transmissions in UAV networks.

Our study has a limitation because the proposed approach
is based on multi-hop communication, where nodes are in
remote area and the BS is out of node transmission range.
In our approach, we have proposed CS links in multi-
hop communication to reduce the UAV nodes’ transmis-
sion power. Due to multi-hop communication, the proposed
approach may increase the number of hops to transmit the
data from CM to BS.

The use of multiple antennas can be adopted to improve the
performance of UAV networks even though there are some
burden on cost and complexity. We are going to consider the
use of multiple antennas as a future work.
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